
Optimus Rhyme, Daryl Hannah
I am tossin' off lots of metal, gonna disappear

We're adaptable, we can change everything
Collapsable covering, you know what we mean
Assess situations and blend
We don't have to test people's patience we fit right in
It's natural, you could say it's ingrained
Multiple primary skeletal frames
You know all of that, it's a terrible bore
Another unbearable story to explore
Yeah we transform, you heard it all before
Additional forgettable folklore
and beside, it's nerdy fuckin Optimus Rhyme
Some took the name others just assimilate the lines
So, fine! We don't mind go ahead
You can even have the words that we in-ven-ted
they're yours, see we don't need 'em anymore
You won't believe the etymology we have in store
Throwback vocab constantly shift
You know that we outgrow all the meta shit
Let the fluid flow down deep into the ground
So we are overheated and in need of immediate help
Seem like we're defeated didn't care how it felt
'Cause we couldn't stop it sitting there repeating ourselves
Toss off layers throwin gears to the ground
Burn tattoos and we lower flags down
Toss energon, 'cause you know that we don't need it
Optimus transform into human beings

(Re-animate and shed) Re-animate and toss energon technology
(Assimilate and hey) Assimilate and hit the best planet in the galaxy

Hey yo, Beesus (Yeah dude?)
When they gonna feed us?
(I don't really know but I kinda wish they'd meet us like halfway)
See this positronic pathway? Step on it. Yeah it'll lead us to last place
And I've been down that rooooooaaaaa.... Sold a lotta downloads
and just gave 'em away, 'cause they're easy to take
We don't need to get paid, go 'head and burn 'em, ok?
It's like Daryl Hannah, I'll give up my homeworld
Daryl Hannah, I'll give up my homeworld
Daryl Hannah, I'll give up my homeworld
Daryl Hannah, because that's my homegirl
My enemies disintegrate into mist
Just fade into nothingness kiss shit goodbye
Run up on my Autobeat Allies
I need five with same blood type so
Take this matrix trade it for a baboon heart and how soon can you start? 
But will you like me when I gotta breathe oxygen?
Will you love me when I can't shift shape?
Will you like me when this new box stops again?
How will you feel with an expiration date?
Hestitate, contemplate repercussion
Negotiate an open floor for discussion
Evaluate and my peers all agree:
Re-animate, shed technology

(Re-animate and shed) Re-animate and toss energon technology
(Assimilate and hey) Assimilate and hit the best planet in the galaxy



We toss off undercoated lining
Brush off loose bolts, tell us what you're finding
Push pistons, molecular binding
Drop mad hubcaps, never look behind me

(Re-animate and shed) Re-animate and toss energon technology
(Assimilate and hey) Assimilate and hit the best planet in the galaxy

(Re-animate and shed, toss energon technology)
You know that we re-animate we shed technology
We movin' to the middle of the planet; no more enemies
(Assimilate and hey, hit the best planet in the galaxy)
We can not state it anymore we will not hog the energy
We will not remain in this form but will become true human beings

You know we, toss off undercoated lining
Brush off loose bolts, tell us what you're finding
Push pistons, molecular binding
Drop mad hubcaps, never look behind me
Shed metal! Radiator, kingpin
take off brake pedal push it, leave it leaking
(Assimilate and hey) Snap axle, leave it overheatin'
Hit the best planet in the galaxy

I am tossin' off lots of metal, gonna disappear
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